
ESCAPER 
 
Detachable abseil anchor system. The ESCAPER allows you to abseil using a single length of rope.  
It can be used with all rope diameters, the limits being imposed by the braking device that is used 
with the rope. 
 
It works with rope lengths up to 80m. the length can be limited by the friction of the rope. 
 
To retrieve the ESCAPER, pull then / release the rope. It takes an average of 8 consecutive 
pull/release motions to detach and retrieve the ESCAPER.  
 
Strong points: 

- Very light: made of rope, webbing and bungee band (100% textile). 
- Extremely safe, it only requires a tension of 10 kg to avoid the locking system from sliding. A 

total loosening of the tension on the rope generates a sliding of a few centimeters. A sliding 
of at least 50cm is necessary to detach the system. 

 
Uses: 
Abseil on one length of single rope 
Abseil on one length of half rope if the other has been damaged. In this case, pay attention to a 
controlled abseil using appropriate compatible friction device. 
Negotiating a clearing in Free Ride on thin ropes. In this case, pay attention to a controlled abseil 
using appropriate compatible friction device.  
 

Weight Resistance Particularity Reference 

90g 18kN - Water Repellent Treatment 
- Patented 
- The bungee band allowing the system to work 

may be replaced. 

BLESC 

 
Usage protocol: 

1)   Install the ESCAPER according to the instructions, respecting the ESCAPER's minimum 
BLACK rope insertion mark. 

2) Make a ‘stopper’ knot at the end of the ESCAPER rope. 
3) Attach the rappelling rope to the attachment ring of the ESCAPER. 
4)  The first person makes their rappel and then releases the rope from their descender as 

usual. 
They then partially perform the detach manoeuvre, which allows their companion (the last 
person down) to check that the system can be released without problem. 

5)  Their companion places the ESCAPER to its original position (up to the BLACK mark) to 
rappel on their turn. 

6) The last person to rappel must absolutely untie the ‘stopper’ knot of the ESCAPER rope. 
7) Once everyone is down, make the detach manoeuvre to retrieve the ESCAPER. 

 

 
NOTE: The Stopper knot will act as a safety mechanism whilst preparing the abseil system 
and verifying its correct installation.  Once the installation has been verified by each user for 
each abseil the Stopper knot must be removed by the last person making the abseil so that 
the ESCAPER can be retrieved. 



 


